
International Symposium
Subject: Asian Diaspora and Migration Narratives

Organized by Asian Art Publication Lab (AAPLab) in partnership with ECTASE and Observatoire

des droits de la personne du CÉRIUM (ODPC) of Université de Montréal and more TBA.

When?
January 27th to February 25th, 2023

Where?
Online and in various locations around Montreal
Please see programme for more details



About the Symposium

The Asian Art Publication Lab is hosting an International Symposium centered around “Asian

Diaspora and Migration Narratives''. The symposium will be conducted in a hybrid format, with online

and in-person activities. Activities will include film screenings, artist talks, panel discussions and

“Asian Spice-Up!”, a series of public events involving Asian cooking and grocery stores. All activities

aim to bring us together and deepen our understanding of Asian culture, which will help break through

the existing barriers to strengthen Asian diaspora communities in Quebec and beyond.

Programme
*All onsite screenings and panels will be at Le Carrefour des arts et des sciences (salle C-3061)
located at Pavillon Lionel-Groulx on 3150 rue Jean-Brillant, Montréal, QC H3T 1N8

Upcoming:

Friday, February 17, 2023 Saturday, February 25, 2023

Theme: CHINESE

11:30 - 12:30
Touring Community Grocery Stores
Location: Marché G & D

1006 St Laurent Blvd
Montréal, QC H2Z 1J3

17:30 - 18:00
Live Online Cooking Show
A Cultural/Food solidarity evening through Asian
food

10:30 - 12:30
Online Panel 3 - ART-Talks
Discussion of Asian diasporic and migration
landscape with theoretical background and
perspectives

- Panelists: Unna Regino, Dennise Ann Del
Mundo, Kimura Byol Lemoine, Deann Louise C.
Nardo, Deanna Wong, Ravy Puth, Terry Chiu

16:00 - 18:00
Onsite Screening of:

1) SHOWPAO: the Filipinx-Montrealer
Experience*
by FOCUS Concordia

2) Moving the Mountain*
by William Ging Wee Dere & Malcolm Guy

18:00 - 18:30
Q&A panel with directors and activists*
(SHOWPAO & Moving the Mountain)

19:00 - 21:00
Onsite Screening of Être Chinois au Québec
+ Q&A*
Directed by Malcolm Guy & William Ging Wee Dere



Friday, February 17, 2023 Saturday, February 25, 2023

21:00 - 22:00
Cocktail Event
Location: Le Carrefour des arts et des sciences

Pavillon Lionel-Groulx
3150, rue Jean-Brillant
Montréal (Québec) H3T 1N8

Past Events:

Friday, January 27, 2023 Saturday, January 28 2023

Theme: KOREAN

11:30 - 12:30
Touring Community Grocery Stores
Location: Marché Oriental Jang Teu

6785 Rue Saint-Jacques
Montréal, QC H4B 1V3

17:30 – 18:00
Live Online Cooking Show
A Cultural/Food solidarity evening through Asian
food hosted by Chef Ji hyun Seong

10:30 - 11:30
Online Panel 1 + Q&A
Discussion of Asian diasporic and migration
landscape with theoretical background and
perspectives
- Panelists: Sujin Lee, Minsook Lee, Alice Jim
- Special mention: Soyoung Kim
- Moderator: Livia Monnet

18:00 - 20:30
Onsite Screening of Tiger Spirit + Q&A
Directed by Min Sook Lee

Friday, February 3, 2023 Saturday, February 11, 2023

Theme: KOREAN

11:30 - 12:30
Touring Community Grocery Stores
Location: Montreal Korean & Japanese Foods

6151 Sherbrooke St W
Montréal, QC H4B 1L9

17:30 - 18:00
Live Online Cooking Show
A Family Home Cooking Show for Korean New
Year's Meal

11:00 - 12:30
Networking Brunch: Next Generation Talk
Discussion of personal experiences of working
and/or being part of the Asian community along
with the Asian Diaspora Book Club Members
and various student associations

Location: KFFC Office
5455 Av. de Gaspé, unit 741
Montréal, QC H2T 3B3



More About our Host & Guests

AAPLab’s International Symposium will be hosted by its director Mi-Jeong Lee.

Mi-Jeong Lee, PhD, graduated from l’École des Arts Visuels et Médiatiques de la Faculté des arts at Université
du Québec à Montréal (UQAM). She is an active artist and scholar in film, video, and installation art as well as
Founder and Director of Asian Art Publication Lab (AAPLab), a cluster research-creation laboratory for
publication of Pan-Asian visual and media arts, and Arts East-West/ Korean Film Festival Canada, an
artist-driven non-profit organization founded in 1996. Lee teaches Korean visual and media arts at Université
de Montréal and Korean cinema at the King Sejong Institute of Montreal. Her recent research focus is Asian
diaspora arts. Lee is also working on the 2nd series of her multimedia installation exhibition The Body That
Hums: Ungnyeo’s Cave with the support of the Canada Council for the Arts.  https://mijeonglees.art



Panel 1 Guests:

Moderator
Livia Monnet

Guest Speaker
Sujin Lee

Livia Monnet is Professor of Comparative
Literature, Film, and Asian Studies at the
University of Montreal. Her research interests
encompass East Asian literatures, cinemas, and
visual cultures, environmental arts and
ecocriticism, feminist and queer fiction, film, and
theory, decolonial studies, critical indigenous
studies, Asian diasporas. Recent publications
include Toxic Immanence: Decolonizing Nuclear
Legacies and Futures (McGill-Queen’s University
Press, 2022) and a co-edited special issue on
Chinese contemporary artist LuYang in Screen
Bodies, Vol.7.1, 2022.

Sujin Lee is Assistant Professor of Pacific and
Asian Studies at the University of Victoria. Lee
completed her PhD in History from Cornell
University in 2017 and served as a postdoctoral
fellow at the UCLA Terasaki Center for Japanese
Studies in 2017-18. She is an author of articles on
the birth control movement in Interwar Japan and
the forthcoming book: Wombs of Empire:
Population Discourses and Biopolitics in Modern
Japan (Stanford University Press, 2023). Her
research interests encompass the history of the
Japanese colonial empire, biopolitical governance
of bodies and its gender impacts, and historical
narratives of women’s reproductive experiences.
Lee was born and lived in South Korea until
moving to the US in 2011 for a PhD. She has since
then been living as a migrant and currently found
home in Victoria, Canada.



Guest Speaker
Min Sook Lee

Guest Speaker
Alice Jim

Min Sook Lee has directed numerous
critically-acclaimed feature documentaries,
including: Donald Brittain Gemini winner Tiger
Spirit, Hot Docs Best Canadian Feature winner
Hogtown, Gemini nominated El Contrato and
Canadian Screen Award winner, The Real
Inglorious Bastards.

Lee is a recipient of numerous awards, including
the Cesar E. Chavez Black Eagle Award, and the
Alanis Obomsawin Award for Commitment to
Community and Resistance. Canada’s oldest
labour arts festival, Mayworks, has named the Min
Sook Lee Labour Arts Award in her honour.

Lee’s most recent feature, Migrant Dreams tells
the undertold story of migrant workers struggling
against Canada’s Temporary Foreign Worker
Program (TFWP) that treats foreign workers as
modern-day indentured labourers. In 2017, Migrant
Dreams was awarded Best Labour Documentary
by the Canadian Journalists Association and
garnered the prestigious Canadian Hillman Prize
which honours journalists whose work identifies
important social and economic issues in Canada.

Lee is an Associate Professor at OCAD University,
her area of research and practice focuses on the
critical intersections of art+social change in labour,
border politics, migration and social justice
movements.

Alice Ming Wai Jim is Professor of Contemporary
Art History and Concordia University Research
Chair in Ethnocultural Art Histories (2017-2022) in
Montreal, Canada. She is co-editor of the journal
Asian Diasporic Visual Cultures and the Americas
(Brill with Concordia and NYU). An art historian
and curator, her research on diasporic art in
Canada and contemporary Asian art has
generated new dialogues within and between
ethnocultural and global art histories, critical race
theory, media arts, and curatorial studies. A core
research member of the NYU Global Asia/Pacific
Art Exchange since 2014, she is a SSHRC
co-investigator and FQRSC PI for the
Trans-Atlantic Platform project, Worlding Public
Cultures (2020-2023) and a collaborator on the
SSHRC Partnership Grant project, Thinking
Through the Museum (2019-2027). Her current
SSHRC-funded oral histories project examines
Afrofuturism and Black Lives Matter in the
Canadian art scene. Jim is a member of the
College of New Scholars, Artists and Scientists of
the Royal Society of Canada.



Special Mention
Soyoung Kim

Kim Soyoung is a filmmaker, Program director and
academic. She directed two documentary trilogies,
the first on Korean women’s history comprising
Koryu: Southern Women, South Korea (2001), I’ll
Be Seeing Her (2002) and New Woman: Her First
Song (2004), and the second titled Exile Trilogy,
that includes Goodbye My Love, North Korea
(2014-2018). She also directed the fiction feature
Viewfinder(2010). Her recent published works
include Korean Cinema in Global Contexts:
Post-Colonial Phantom, Blockbuster and
Trans-Cinema (2022) and she edited the
10-volume History of Korean Cinema. Kim is the
director of Trans:Asia Screen Culture Institute and
a professor of cinema studies at Korea National
University of Arts.



Panel 3 Guests:

Moderator
Mi-Jeong Lee

Guest Speaker
Deanna Wong

Mi-Jeong Lee, PhD, graduated from l’École des
Arts Visuels et Médiatiques de la Faculté des arts
at Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM). She
is an active artist and scholar in film, video, and
installation art as well as Founder and Director of
Asian Art Publication Lab (AAPLab), a cluster
research-creation laboratory for publication of
Pan-Asian visual and media arts, and Arts
East-West/ Korean Film Festival Canada, an
artist-driven non-profit organization founded in
1996. Lee teaches Korean visual and media arts at
Université de Montréal and Korean cinema at the
King Sejong Institute of Montreal. Her recent
research focus is Asian diaspora arts. Lee is also
working on the 2nd series of her multimedia
installation exhibition The Body That Hums:
Ungnyeo’s Cave with the support of the Canada
Council for the Arts.  https://mijeonglees.art

Originally from Winnipeg, Deanna spent many
years volunteering and working in the not-for-profit
cultural arts sector in Winnipeg prior to moving to
Toronto in 1996. She has sat on the boards of
Dreamwalker Dance Company and the Regent
Park Film Festival and has participated in various
film and arts council juries over the years. Most
recently, she was the administrative director at
REEL CANADA, and previously served as Reel
Asian’s executive director from 2005 to 2008.



Guest Speaker
kimura byol lemoine (ze/zer)

Guest Speaker
Ravy Puth

kimura byol lemoine is a conceptual multimedia
feminist artist who works on identities (diaspora,
ethnicity, colorism, post-colonialism, immigration,
gender), and expresses it with calligraphy,
paintings, digital images, poems, videos and
collaborations. kimura*lemoine’s work has been
exhibited, screened, published and supported
nationally and internationally. as curator, has
developed projects that give voice and visibility to
minorities.

kimura*lemoine, as a Korean-born adoptee, is
co-founder of Euro-Korean League (1991,
Belgium), EKL-Korea Branch (1994, S/Korea),
K.O.A (Korean Overseas Adoptee, 1996, Korea),
KameleonZ (1996-1996, S/Korea), KimLeePark
(1998, S/Korea) G.O.A’L (1998, S/Korea),
O.K.A.Y.-Books (2001-2008, S/Korea-Canada),
Orientity (2004-2007, worldwide), N.O.K.I.A.A.
(Network of Korean International Adoptee Artists,
2010), A.Q.A
(Asians/Autochtones/Afro-descendants Queer
Adoptees, 2015), and zer latest contributions to the
inter-racial adoptee community is A.C.A (adoptees
cultural archives, 2015), K.A.R.M.A (2018, Korea),
and IbyangIN (2021).

Ravy Puth is an illustrator and a scholar born in
Montreal to Cambodian parents.
She uses illustration as a creative practice and a
lens of research to seize the agency of
representations and visual narratives when
bringing erased history to a new light.

At the intersection of race, visual culture and
critical archival studies, her work focuses on using
art as a language to revive oral history when words
are missing from both the mother tongue and the
settler’s language. She believes that illustration is
one of many keys to recollecting memory when
facing collective amnesia, leading to reclaiming
history while re-narrating them.

Drawn by the challenge of illuminating hope, she
aims to show how illustration can turn invisible
assimilation strategies into tactics to subvert
power.

Photo by Eloise Turgeon Photography



Guest Speaker
Dennise Ann Del Mundo

Guest Speaker
Unna Regino

Dennise Ann Del Mundo is a Montreal-based
multidisciplinary creative with a specialization in
storytelling projects. She has mostly worked with
and for Asian-culture-led collectives on branding,
marketing and film, including FOCUS (Filipino
Organization of Concordia University Students).
Her most recent venture has been directing and
executive-producing 'SHOWPAO: The
Documentary'. Having spent her childhood in Qatar
yet being raised by Filipino parents, she has
evolved a fresh outlook on how one identifies with
their cultural identity. This perspective is what truly
drives her own work as a storytelling creative.

Unna Regino is a Montreal-based graphic designer
with a notable presence in curating both the
brands and the material of many
Filipinx-Montrealer organizations and collectives,
including FOCUS (Filipino Organization of
Concordia University Students). She is lately
known for her work as the designer of the
SHOWPAO brand, first launched with its self-titled
documentary in 2022. Growing up in the
Philippines and having found home in Montreal,
her passion for her Filipino heritage is widely seen
in her own practice. She is a true advocate in
valuing the relationship between one's community
and one's artistry.



Guest Speaker
Deann Louise C. Nardo

(she/her/they/them/siya/niya)

Guest Speaker
Terry Chiu

Deann Louise C. Nardo is a poet, interwoven artist
and cultural worker living and napping in
Tiohtiá:ke/Montréal. They work as mycelium:
connecting, decomposing, metabolizing, and
regenerating nutrients for/with their community. A
voracious craft pursuer and maker, they work with
wood, paper, food and whatever else you can
throw at them. Their practice thrives on the thin
line where questions live; where memory, healing,
and community are embodied and empowered
through interdisciplinary art forms.

They have worked with organizations such as
QPIRG Concordia, Migrante Quebec, Pulso ng
Bayan, and International Women’s Alliance. They
are currently part of Ka Collective, an art collective
under Centre Kapwa: an organization rooted in
decolonization, serving and supporting the mental
health and well-being of Montreal Filipinx youth
and their families.

Outsider art feature filmmaker, writer, and music
producer from ghetto east side Montreal.
Specializing in lo-fi maximalism as protest against
an entertainment industry suffocated by oligarchy,
trends, and systemic discrimination/bias. The goal
is to narrow the gap between outsider art and the
mainstream, along with reshaping who the
mainstream represents and champions.



Guest Speaker
Yiou Wang

Yiou Wang is an experimental multimedia artist
and research creator from Harvard Graduate
School of Design who explores nonhuman agency,
posthuman mind-body relations, and labyrinth. As
a SXSW 2023 artist and co-founder of Mixanthropy
Art Tech Studio, Yiou intersects mythological
imagination and technocultural imagination in
biomythical cosmologies – organismal, machinic,
and environmental, through immersive interactive
storytelling, XR, AI, game, motion capture,
installation, and most recently, performance. She
has worked or exhibited in the U.S, China,
Denmark and Canada.

Social Media:
IG: @yiou_wang_
Twitter: @YiouWang1
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/yiou-wang/
Website link: yiouwang.org



SHOWPAO & Moving the Mountain Guests:

Moderator
Dominique Caouette

Guest Speaker (SHOWPAO)
Jean-Noel Quilatan

Dominique Caouette, professeur au
Département de science politique de
l'Université de Montréal et chercheur au
Centre d'études asiatiques

Jean-Noel Quilatan is a co-owner of the
Southshore-based ‘Café Kuya’ and a daytime
educator. He highly values his family, motorcycles
and basketball! He might seem like a textbook
‘Kuya’ (big brother) but there is definitely more to
him and his passion for his culture. ‘SHOWPAO:
The Documentary’ sheds light on his story as a
second-generation Filipino-Montrealer, born in the
1980s.

Guest Speaker (SHOWPAO)
Jash Villadares

Guest Speaker (Moving the Mountain)
Walter Tom

Jash Villadares is an Economics undergraduate
student at Concordia University and an avid
Filipinx-Montrealer community servant. She loves
to cook, to meet new people and to travel! Her
unique background has significantly shaped the
mindset she has about one’s identity. Jash shares
her story in ‘SHOWPAO: The Documentary’ as a
young first-generation Filipina-Montrealer arriving
in the country in the 2010s.

Featured in the film as a young activist, who is still
active in the progressive Chinese community
today, and involved in saving Montreal’s
Chinatown, among other things.



Guest Speaker (Moving the Mountain)
William Ging Wee Dere

Director of Moving the Mountain & Être Chinois au
Québec.



Être Chinois au Québec Guests:

Moderator
Angel Xing

Guest Speaker
Bethany Or

Angel Xing is finishing her journalism and
humanities degree with a history minor at Carleton
University. She is passionate about research and
multimedia storytelling to share accessible
narratives about underrepresented communities,
especially from the Asian diaspora in Canada.
Angel has bylines in the UNACTO Journal, the
ArtsHelp Editorial, Ottawa-based Capital Current
and The Charlatan. Currently, she's working for
New Canadian Media in graphics and illustration,
and she's always looking for more stories to follow.

Bethany Or (柯誠欣) is an educator based in
Tiohtià:ke, where her family has roots going back
one hundred years. She currently teaches college
courses on Chinese philosophy, and has been
active in organizing around issues relating to
Chinatown and anti-racism.

Guest Speaker
Parker Mah

Parker Mah is a fourth-generation Chinese
Montrealer of Toisanese descent, based in
Tio’tia:ke. Multimedia artist, musician, and DJ, his
diverse body of work tackles themes and realities
of migration, hybridization and identity. He is a
member of Progressive Chinese Quebecers, and
the Chinatown Working Group. He is also a
founding member of the Jia Foundation.



Asian Spice-Up! Guests:

Chef
Ji hyun Seong

Special Guests
Arin & Kelly

Chef Seong is the current manager of Marche
Oriental Jangteu and is a serious foodie.

Arin & Kelly are KFFC’s lovely friends who are
here to learn all about different cuisines!

Chef from
Restaurant Cuisine Cantonaise

One of Restaurant Cuisine Cantonaise’s long-time
chef will be cooking up a delicious meal for all
viewers to learn at home



About us

Asian Art Publication Lab (AAPLab) is a cluster organization with a focus on research and creation

around Asian visual and media arts, located in Montréal, Québec, Canada. AAPLab serves as a

platform to engage and collaborate with a network of emerging and established artists and

researchers, in an intersecting environment of experimentation and interdisciplinarity. Through this

collective, we strive to create a community founded on inclusivity and decolonization through critical

dialogue.

AAPLab is an independent nonprofit organization which invites artists, researchers and scholars (both

local and international) that encourages collaborations between communities and universities alike.

The organization’s mandate is not limited by discipline or genre. We invite artists, enthusiasts, and

experts on Asian culture and heritage, media policy and pedagogy, gender and sexuality,

performance, curation, and publishing to start a dialogue around their practice.

AAPLab organizes a series of digital and in-person screenings, webinars, conferences and forums for

a wide variety of audiences including: interdisciplinary artists and researchers, film experts,

professionals, students and anyone who is interested in exploring the Asian Arts. We hope to create a

space where participants can  share their understanding, knowledge, vision, and creative practice.

Contact Us
Email: kffcaes.coordination@gmail.com
Website: https://asianartpublication.com/ / https://koreanfilm.ca/

In partnership with

mailto:Kffcaes.coordination@gmail.com
https://asianartpublication.com/
https://koreanfilm.ca/
https://www.instagram.com/koreanfilmcanada/?__coig_restricted=1
https://www.linkedin.com/company/korean-film-festival-canada/
https://www.facebook.com/koreanfilmcanada/
https://blog.naver.com/filmcoreen2020


Special thanks to our team!

Alexi Fuentes
Zach Fuentes
Amy Dang
Jiwoo Lee
  U-Gyong Choi
Beatrice Robert
El
Mi-Jeong Lee
Terry Chiu
Dominique Caouette

Photos of our International Symposium events:








